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[Judith] Hello. My name is Judith Jenkins, and I am the Foundation Studies Tutor at 
Greenbank College. 


I have worked here for nearly six years now and love working with all our fantastic 
students.


It is a great place to come and study as there is always someone to help or to turn to if 
you are unsure about anything.


The Foundation Study Programme is for students who either do not have any 
qualifications or who  have pre–entry or Entry Level one qualifications.


Dependent on you current level, you will either study at Entry Level one, Entry Level two 
or Entry Level three.


The Entry Level one course is called Independent Living – looking after yourself and your 
home.


It will involve working in my class for two, three hour sessions and time will be spent 
using ICT, hand writing tasks, reading information, taking part in group work as well as 
doing some practical activities such as cooking in our small kitchen area.


Units we cover include emotional well being, personal care and hygiene, team activities, 
household shopping and everyday food and drink preparation.


Keeping up to date with current news is an important part of our lesson, as is learning 
how to communicate politely and respectfully with all staff and students.


Following on from this course, you could progress to the next level.


The Entry Level two and Entry Level three courses are called Skills for further learning and 
employment.


Entry Level two covers units about personal action planning, following instructions, time & 
date, preparation for work and healthy lifestyles.




Entry Level three covers units on introducing essential work skills, personal action 
planning, time, developing a healthy lifestyle and hygiene.


Each unit you complete has a certain amount of credits and these all contribute to the 
Certificate from the Open Award exam body.


At Entry Level two and Entry Level three you will also attend a work-related taster each 
term for three hours per week. This will give you the opportunity to sample three work-
related areas throughout the year.


You can choose from Business and Administration, Catering and Hospitality, Customer 
Service, Hairdressing, Information Technology (IT) or Sport and Active Leisure. 


It is so important that you attend every week and this can help you keep up to date with 
your work.


Once you have achieved at each level you could progress to the next one. On completion 
of the Entry Level three course, you could progress to a Vocational Study Programme at 
Level one.


I hope I have covered any questions you may have had. I look forward to seeing you and 
teaching you in one of my classes next year.


